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This presentation began as a project to introduce upper division students to digital filtering 
and smoothing. The project consists of an algorithm and a simulation platform upon which to 
test implementations of the algorithm. 

The original simulation platform was a collection of FORTRAN subroutines that provided a 
foundation upon which the students could build their implementation of the algorithm. The 
subroutines included object files that produced trajectories for several bugs. 

The current simulation platform uses Mathematica 3.0. This platform has the advantages 
of a more natural notation, easier creation of graphs showing algorithm effectiveness, and the 
ability to animate the algorithm. 
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After the problem is introduced, the mathematical derivation of the algorithm will be pre
sented, followed by a brief discussion of the simulation platform and some sample simulation 
output. 

The algorithm development contains a nice blend of heuristic motivation and formal deriva
tion. 

1.1 The bug tracking problem 

A small computer bug is traveling around the x- y plane trying to avoid detection. We can 
eliminate the bug if we can produce a reasonably accurate approximation to its trajectory. 

We have a bug detecting device which can be pointed at the plane. It can measure the x 
and y distances to the bug from where it is pointing if the bug is not too far from where it is 
pointing. These distances are called the pointing errors. 

The bug does not want to be tracked, so it sends out jamming signals which somewhat 
corrupt the bug detecting device's measurements in a random manner. The bug can also choose 
to change its trajectory in unexpected ways. 

Our task is to create a computer algorithm that uses the bug detecting device to: 

• Screen out the measurement noise 

• Point at the bug's most likely next position in the plane 

• Produce an accurate record of the bug's path. 

1.2 Some details 

• The bug detecting device can point at a new position and return a new pair of pointing 
errors every .1 second. 

• The bug detecting device cannot find the bug if the bug is more than 5 units away in either 
the x or the y direction. In this case, it will return unspecified (probably large) values for 
the pointing errors. 

1.3 Algorithm preview 

The algorithm has conflicting demands placed upon it: 

• It needs to screen out the noise inherent in the position error measurements. This implies 
placing more reliance on an internal modal of the bug's trajectory and less reliance on the 
noisy position error estimates. 

• It needs to quickly respond to changes in the bug's trajectory. This implies a sensitivity 
to the measurements and less emphasis on the internal trajectory model. 

The algorithm will be a fading memory polynomial filter. It will eventually have the ability 
to adapt its bandwidth (noise rejecting ability) to continually provide a good mix between noise 
rejection and responsiveness to changes in the bug's direction. As long as the bug is going 
along some smooth trajectory, the algorithm should pay less attention to the measured pointing 
errors (since they are not terribly reliable) and place more emphasis on the recent history of 
the bug's motion. However, when the bug makes a change in trajectory, the algorithm needs to 
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give more emphasis to the measured position errors and less emphasis to the recent history. 
The variable bandwidth filter will address this issue. 

The algorithm will be in predictor-corrector form. The predictor phase will estimate the 
next bug position, the bug detecting device will look at that position in the plane and return 
its estimate of the position errors. The corrector phase will then use these measurements to 
make a more accurate estimate of the current position. The cycle will then repeat. 

2 Mathematical derivation of the algorithm 

2.1 Notation and additional details 

The location can be written in parametric form: 
At timet, the bug's true position is (x(t),y(t)). The predicted position at timet will be 

denoted (Xp (t), Yp(t) ), the corrected position by (:X(t), y(t) ). 
We will usually drop the explicit dependence on time t. Since the corrected estimates are 

produced as a discrete sequence, we often indicate the time by using an integer subscript: 
(xn.Yn) and (:Xn.Yn). 

The pointing errors will be denoted by(&, .6.y). They consist of the difference between 
the actual and predicted positions, plus or minus a noise (or error) term: & = Xn - Xp ±ex 
and .6.y = Yn - Yp ± ey. 

We will actually maintain estimates for the first and second derivatives as well as the position 
estimates. 

An alternate notation for the first and second derivatives is: 

x(t) _ x' (t) 

.X(t) - x" (t) 

The vectors (x(t), x(t), x(t)) and (y(t), y(t), ji(t)) are called state vectors. 

The prediction phase 

Applying Taylor's Theorem to the functions x ( t), y ( t), x ( t), y ( t), x ( t), ji ( t) produces: 

x(t) x(to)+x(to)h + x(to) ~
2 

+ O(h3 ) 

y(t) = y(to)+y(to)h + ji(to) ~
2 

+ <Ol(h3 ) 

x(t) x(to)+x(to)h + O(h2) 

y(t) y(to)+ji(to)h + O(h2) 

x(t) x(to)+O(h) 

ji(t) ji(to)+O(h) 

where h = t- to. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

By dropping the O(hk) terms, we obtain the approximations that will be used as the pre
dicted state vectors. The subscript p is a static subscript (unlike the subscript n on the cor
rected state vectors). 



Notice the implicit assumption that accelerations are constant. 

. h2 .. 
Xp "" Xn-l + hXn-l + TXn-l 

- _,_ h2...:.:.. 
Yp "" Yn-1 + hYn-l + TYn-1 

Xp "" Xn-1 + hXn-1 

Yp "" Yn-1 + hYn-1 

Xp "" Xn-l 

Yp "" Yn-1 

The correction phase 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(ll) 

(12) 

The corrected state vectors add the corresponding predicted state component to a scaled term 
involving the position error. The scaling variables OCn, f3n, and Yn are small when we want to 
discount the measured position errors and larger when we want to give more credence to the 
position errors. They are artifacts of the mechanism used to determine Xn, Xn, and Xn. 

Fading memory 

Xn = Xp + OCn t::..x 

Yn = Yp + OCnt::..Y 

-'- . f3 i::;..x 
Xn=Xp+ nh 

_,_ . f3 t::..y 
Yn =Yp+ nh 

..:.:.. .. i::;..x 
Xn = Xp + 2Ynlt2 

...:.:.. .. 2 t::..y 
Yn = Yp + Yn h2 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

How should Xn, Xn, and Xn be chosen? One reasonable approach is to choose them so that 
the trajectory they determine closely approximates the true past trajectory. It also seems 
reasonable that recent data points should be weighted more heavily than older data points. 

In order to more precisely define "closely approximates", notice that if we have estimates for 
the state vector at time n, we can use equation (7) (with t- to= -ih) to retroactively estimate 
the position at time n - i as: 

- • ...!... i2h2..!!. 
Xn-i "" Xn - LhXn + -

2
-Xn 

The difference between the position estimated by the state vector (xn, Xn, Xn) and the true 
position Xn-i at a time i increments in the past would then be: 
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Our goal is to choose Xn, Xn, and Xn so that the following weighted sum is minimized in a 
least squares sense. 

(19) 

for 0 < B < 1. 
Notice that the weighting factor B places more weight on recent positions and less weight 

on older positions. We assume that B is constant for this derivation (although it can be exper
imentally determined once the filter has been coded). 

2.2 Derivation of lXn, l'n. and Yn 

We need to find values for Xn, Xn, and Xn that minimize 

~ . ( . i2h2 .. ) 2 
R = (-.. B1

[ Xn- ih:Xn + -
2
-xn - Xn-d 

~o . 

This will eventually be accomplished by making proper choices for lXn, f3n. and Yn in equations 
(13) through (18). 

The normal equations 

Initially, we minimizeR by taking partial derivatives with respect to Xn, Xn, and Xn and setting 
the partials equal to zero. The values of the variables that solve the resulting system of normal 
equations will minimize1 R. 

The partial derivatives are: 
n 
""' i(- 'h...!... 1 ·2h2-"- ) 2 L B Xn- t Xn + 2t Xn- Xn-i 
i=O 

n 
""' . i - . ...!... 1 ·2 2-"--2h L tB (Xn- thXn + 2t h Xn- Xn-d 
i=O 

n 

h 2 '\;" ·2Bi(- ·h-'- 1 ·Zh2-"- ) = L t Xn- t Xn + 2t Xn- Xn-i 
i=O 

The normal equations that result are: 
n n n 

:Xn I Bi- hxn I iBi + ~h2xn I i 2Bi 
i=O i=O i=O 

n n n 
Xn I iBi- hxn I i 2Bi + ~h2xn I i 3Bi 

i=O i=O i=O 

n n n 
Xn I i2Bi- hxn I i 3Bi + ~h2xn I i4 Bi 

bO bO bO 

n 

I iBiXn-i 
i=O 

n 
'\;" ·2Bi L t Xn-i 
i=O 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

The form of the normal equations should look familiar to those who have previously seen 
least squares derivations for discrete data sets. The term Bi in the summations is new. 

1Second order partials are necessary to confirm that the solution is actually a minimum. 



It is possible to use standard linear algebra techniques to solve this system for Xn, Xn, and 
Xn. However, those techniques are inappropriate in this context because we need to solve the 
system in real-time; there will be another system to solve in less than .1 second. 

What is needed is some way to express the solution to the normal equations at time n in 
terms of the solution at time n - 1. This recursive form will avoid the usual disadvantages of 
recursive algorithms because the previous case will already have been solved. 

The weight swnmations 

The five summations defined next play an important role in the recursive form of the filter. 

n 

So(n) = IBi 
i=O 

n 

S1 (n) I iBi 
i=O 

n 

S2(n) I i2Bi 
i=O 

n 

S3(n) I i3Bi 
i=O 

n 
S4(n) I i4Bi 

i=O 

Because we wish to find a recursive solution to the normal equations, it will be useful to 
express the summations at time n in terms of the summations at time n - 1, and vice versa. 

Using a simple change in the summation index, it can be shown that the summations Si(n) 
can be written in terms of the summations Si(n- 1): 

n-1 

1 +B I Bi 
i=O 

(

n-1 n-1 ) 

B i~ iBi + to Bi 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 
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This can be expressed in a more succinct manner as: 

5o(n) 

51(n) 

5z(n) 

53(n} 

54(n) 

1 +B5o(n-1) 

B [51 (n- 1)+5o(n- 1}) 

B [5z(n- 1)+251 (n- 1)+5o(n- 1)] 

B [53(n -1)+35z(n -1)+35dn- 1)+5o(n -1)] 

B [54(n- 1)+453(n- 1)+65z(n- 1)+451 (n- 1)+50(n- 1)] 

It is also not hard to show that 

5o(n- 1) 
1 B [5o(n)-1] 

5dn -1) 
1 B [5l(n)-5o(n)+1] 

5z(n- 1) 
1 B [5z(n)-251 (n)+5o(n)-1] 

1 B [53 (n)-35z(n)+351 (n)-5o(n)+1] 

1 B [54(n)-453(n)+65z(n)-45I (n)+50 (n)-l] 

A recursive solution of the normal equations 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

The previous equations show how to express 5i(n) in terms of the summations 5i(n -1). This 
enables us to express the left-hand sides of the normal equations in a recursive manner. It will 
also be necessary to express the right-hand sides recursively. 

To that end, notice that the right-hand sides of the normal equations at iteration n can be 
written in terms of the right-hand sides of the normal equations at iteration n- 1: 

n 

L BiXn-i 
i=O 

n 

L iBiXn-i 
i=O 

n 
"" ·2Bi L t Xn- i 
i=O 

n-1 

Xn + B L BiXn-i-1 
i=O 

n-1 n-l 

B L iBiXn-i-1 + B L BiXn-i-l 
i=O i=O 

n-1 n-l n-l 

B L i 2 
BiXn-i-l + 2B L iBiXn-i-l + B L BiXn-i-l 

i=O i=O i=O 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

The terms Ii=-l ikBiXn-i- l on the right-hand sides of equations (38) through (40) are the 
right-hand sides of the normal equations at iteration n - l.They can therefore be expressed in 
terms of the left-hand sides of those normal equations: 



n-1 
L BiXn-i 
i=O 

n-1 
L iBiXn-i 
i=O 

n-l 
' ·2Bi L 1. Xn-i 
i=O 

n-1 n-1 n-1 
- ' Bi h-'- ' ·Bi 1hz.:.!_ ' ·2Bi Xn-1 L - Xn-1 L 1. + 2 Xn-1 L 1. 

i=O i=O i=O 

(41) 

n-l n-1 n-1 
- ' ·Bi h-'- ' ·2Bi 1hz..:.:.. ' ·3Bi Xn-l L 1. - Xn-l L 1. + z Xn-l L 1. 

i=O i=O i=O 

(42) 

n-l n-1 n-1 
- ' ·2 i h-'-- ' ·3 i 1 2-"- ' ·4 i Xn-l L 1. B - Xn-l L 1. B + zh Xn-l L 1. B 

bO bO bO 
(43) 

Substituting equations (41) - (43) into equations (38) - (40) and then substituting the re
sulting equations into the normal equations and finally using equations (33)- (37) to replace 
summations Si(n- 1) with summations Si(n), we can express the normal equations as: 

. 1 2 .. 
:XnSo(n)-h:XnSdn)+Z·h :XnS2(n) 

. 1 2 .. 
= Xn + Xn-l (So(n)-1)- h:Xn-l (SI(n)-So(n)+1) + Zh Xn-l (S2(n)-2SI(n)+So(n)-1) (44) 

. 1 2 .. 
:XnSI (n)-h:XnSz(n)+Zh :XnS3(n) 

. 1 z-
= Xn-lSI(n)-h:Xn-1 CS2(n)-SI(n)) + 2h Xn-l (S3(n)-2S2(n)+SI(n)) (45) 

. 1 2 .. 
:XnS2(n)-h:XnS3(n)+2h XnS4(n) 

. 1 2 .. 
= Xn-lSz(n)-hXn-l (S3(n)-S2(n)) + zh Xn-1 (S4(n)-2S3(n)+Sz(n)) (46) 

The rather messy solution to the linear system (44) - (46) can be manipulated into the form 

Xn = Xp + O<n 6.x 

Yn = Yp + O<n 6.y 

-'--. /3& 
Xn = Xp + nh 

~ . /3 6.y 
Yn=Yp+ nh 

Xn = Xp + 2Yn ~ 
-"- .. 6.y 
Yn=Yp+2Ynhz 
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where 

Dln 
c1 

(47) 
D 

f3n 
Cz 

(48) 
D 

Yn 
c3 

(49) 
D 

c1 Sz (n)S4(n)-S3 (n)S3 (n) (50) 

Cz SI(n)S4(n)-Sz (n)S3 (n) (51) 

C3 S1 (n)S3 (n)-Sz (n)Sz (n) (52) 

D C1So(n)-CzS1 (n)+C3S2 (n) (53) 

2.3 An adaptive, fading-memory, polynomial filter 

The filter presented in equations (7)- (18) and (47)- (53) is a fading-memory polynomial filter. 
As time proceeds, less and less emphasis is placed on the current measured position error and 
more emphasis is placed on the predicted trajectory (remember the assumption about constant 
accelerations). This is often unrealistic (recall that the bug can change its trajectory). In this 
section, the filter is modified so that it can adapt to non-constant accelerations. 

An adaptive filter 

The filtering level is determined by the filter variables Dln, f3n. and Yn· These variables are 
in turn completely determined by the summations Si(n). The key idea is to disconnect the 
summations Si(k) and the time index n. When k is small, Dlk. f3k. and Yk are relatively large 
and when k is large, Dlk. f3 k. and Yk are relatively small. 

A convenient indicator of how well the current predictions match the actual trajectory is 
the size of the pointing errors f:::.x and D.y. If these values are fairly small, it seems appropriate 
to let k continue to grow larger thereby filtering out more of the measurement noise. Thus, at 
the next iteration, the filter should use Dlk+I. f3k+I. and :Yk+l· 

If, however, the pointing errors are fairly large, it seems appropriate to use a smaller value 
for k. This will place more weight on the pointing errors and hopefully pull the predicted 
trajectory into closer alignment with the actual trajectory. Thus, at the next iteration, the filter 
should use Dlk-t. f3k-t. and Yk-l· Since these parameters depend only on the values of the 
summations Si(k- 1), equations (33)- (37) can be used to recursively calculate Si(k- 1) from 
the current summations Si(k). 

If the pointing errors are extremely large, it seems appropriate to place maximum weight 
on the measurements and much less weight on the predicted trajectory. In this case, it seems 
appropriate to reset k to some predetermined initial value no. This is necessary in order to not 
lose the bug completely. However, such a drastic step will cause the predicted velocities and 
accelerations to become unreliable for many subsequent iterations. 



The final filter 

The filter starts with k =no and initial state vectors (:Xo, :Xo, xo) and (y 0 , y0 , y0 ). 

At each new time increment (of duration h), n is incremented by 1 and the new state is 
predicted: 

- ...!... h2.!!.. 
Xp "" Xn-1 + hXn-1 + TXn-1 

. h2 .. 
Yp "" Yn-1 + hYn-1 + TYn-1 

:fcp "" Xn-1 + hXn-1 

Yp "" Yn-1 + hYn-1 

Xp "" Xn-1 

jip "" Yn-1 

The bug detecting device is pointed at the predicted position (Xp, Yp) and the position 
errors f:::x and D..y are measured. 

If the position errors are small, k is incremented by 1. If the position errors are moderately 
large, k is decremented by 1. If the position errors are very large, k should be set to no again. 

In any case, the corrected state vectors (:Xn, Xn, Xn) and (y n• y n• y n) are calculated using: 

Where 

f3k. 

D 

Xn = Xp + CXk. D..x 

Yn = Yp + cxk. 6y 

...!... • f3 6x 
Xn=Xp+ k.h 

--'- . f3 D..y 
Yn=Yp+ k.h 

.!!.. .. 6x 
Xn = Xp + 2Yk.J12 

...!!... • • 2 6y 
Yn = YP + Yk. h2 

c1 
D 

Cz 
D 

C3 
D 

Sz (k)S4 (k) -S3 (k)S3 (k) 

S1 (k)S4 (k) -Sz (k)S3 (k) 

S1 (k)S3 (k) -Sz (k)Sz (k) 

C1So(k) -CzSI (k) +C3S2 (k) 
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and 

So(k) 1 + BSo(k- 1) 

S1 (k) B [Sdk- 1)+So(k- 1)] 

Sz(k) B [Sz(k- 1)+2S1 (k- 1)+So(k- 1)] 

S3(k) B [S3(k -1)+3Sz(k -1)+3SI(k -1)+S0 (k -1)] 

S4(k) B [S4(k- 1)+4S3(k- 1)+6S2(k -1)+4S1 (k- 1)+So(k- 1)] 

So(k- 1) 
1 B [So(k)-1] 

s1 (k- 1) 
1 B [S1 (k)-So(k)+ 1] 

S2(k- 1) 
1 B [S2(k)-2S1(k)+So(k)-1] 

1 B [S3(k)-3Sz(k)+3SI(k}-S0 (k)+1] 

1 B [S4 (k) -4S3 (k) +6S2 (k) -4SI(k) +So (k) -1] 

The filter is now ready to increment n and make the next prediction. 

3 The simulation platform 

There are two places at which the filter can be tuned to various bug characteristics. They are: 

• the value of B (.995 is a good initial value) 

• the quantification of the pointing error sizes used to determine whether to use £Xk+ 1, lXk-I, 

or lXno· 

A simulation platform enables students to validate their filter implementations and to ex
periment with these adjustable elements. The simulation platform also enables a comparison 
of the actual trajectory and the estimated trajectory provided by the corrected state vector. 

3.1 Platform components 

The simulation platform consists of five Mathematica 3.0 files. Three of the files are Mathemat
ica notebooks (documents/windows in which mathematical manipulations can be processed). 
The other two files are Mathematica packages (files containing accessory functions that can be 
used in a notebook without the need to type in their definitions). Brief descriptions of these 
five files are listed next (packages use the .m extension, notebooks use the .nb extension). 



FilterSums.m This package contains functions that perform the calculations represented by 
equations (28)- (37) and (47)- (53). This package should be written by the students. 

BugMotion.m This package (written by the instructor) contains two functions. The first cal
culates the true bug trajectory at time n. The second function calculates the pointing 
errors, given the predicted position. The returned value contains the noise component 
added by the bug. The noise characteristics can be set by the instructor. Examples of 
these functions will be given in the next section. 

BugTracking.nb This is the key component of the simulation platform. This notebook provides 
the code to run the simulation. The major activities include initialization code, opening 
and closing data files for recording information about the simulation run, and code to 
perform the filter loop. The framework might best be done by the instructor, with students 
providing the filter loop . . 

BugPlots.nb This notebook provides a series of plots to analyze the effectiveness of the filter 
in a simulation run. The graphs use the data files produced by BugTracking.nb. The 
graphs include comparisons of the true values and filtered estimates for all six of the 
state variables. Also included are residual plots, showing the differences between the 
true and filtered state variables. The position residuals also include a graph of the noise 
values added to the pointing errors. Examples will be given in the next section. 

BugAnimation.nb This notebook uses the data files produced by BugTracking.nb to create 
an animation of the bug and the filtered estimate of the bug's positions. The bug is 
represented by a blue dot, the filtered estimate by a red cross-hair. A series of plots from 
a succession of time increments are shown flip-book style. A static example will be given 
in the next section. 

One of the features of Mathematica 3.0 that makes this a natural choice for the simulation 
platform is the ability to use formatted mathematical notation in the notebook (rather than 
only plain ascii characters). The simulation platform can use the same notation as was used in 
the mathematical derivation of the filter. This provides for the students a smooth transition 
from reading about the filter to implementing the filter in Mathematica code. 

3.2 Examples 

The code and graphs presented next should be sufficient to give a sense of the various compo
nents of the simulation platform. 

BugMotion.m 

The major function definitions have been extracted from BugMotion.m and are listed next. The 
bug they represent is a very active one. The noise pattern is a uniform random value between 
-.25 and .25. 

The extracts contain Mathematica specific code. It is not necessary to be familiar with the 
details; the major steps in the computations should be fairly clear. 
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Location[n_,h_] := 
Module[{t,x={O,O,O},y={O,O,O}}, 

] 

(* Set the time value from the iteration and time increment. *) 
t = n*h; 

(* pos1t1 on *) 
x[[l]] = 5.0 + 5.0*t-5.0*Cos[3.0*t]; 
y[[l]] = 40.0- 20.0*Sin[2.0*t]; 

(* velocity *) 
x[[2]] 5.0 + 15.0*Sin[3.0*t]; 
y[[2]] = -40.0*Cos[2.0*t]; 

(* acceleration *) 
x[[3]] 45.0*Cos[3.0*t]; 
y[[3]] = 80.0*Sin[2.0*t]; 

Return[{x,y,t}] 

PointingErrors[n_,h_,xp_List,yp_List] 
Module[{x,y,dx,dy,t,rndx,rndy}, 

] 

(* calculate the true position error *) 
{x,y,t} = Location[n,h]; 
dx = x[[l]] - xp[[l]]; 
dy = y[[l]] - yp[[l]]; 

(* If the position error is more than 5 in either component, the bug 
detecting device cannot find the bug and so returns random garbage. 
Otherwise, the bug adds random jamming noise. *) 

If[(Abs[dx] > 5.0) I I (Abs[dy] > 5.0), 
(* then *) 
rndx = Random[Real,{O,lOOO.O}]; 
rndy = Random[Real,{O,lOOO.O}]; 
dx = dx/Abs[dx]*rndx; 
dy = dy/Abs[dy]*rndy, 

(* else *) 
rndx = 0.5*(0.5 - Random[]); 
rndy = 0.5*(0.5 - Random[]); 
dx = dx + rndx; 
dy = dy + rndy]; 

Write["noise.dat", NumberForm[rndx], " ", NumberForm[rndy], 
NumberForm[dx], "", NumberForm[dy]]; 

Return[{dx,dy}] 

" " 



BugTracking.nb 

Except for numerous initialization activities, BugTracking.nb is a straight-forward implemen
tation of the filter (with lots of information written to disk at each iteration). The statement in 
the main filter loop that calculates the pointing errors at time period i might look like: 

{,0,x, ,0,y} = PointingErrors[i, h, Xp, Yp] 

BugPlots.nb 

The graphs produced in BugPlots.nb are very informative. In the graphs showing the true state 
versus the filtered estimate, the lighter curve represents the true state and the darker curve 
represents the filtered estimate. For labeling purposes, position units have been set to meters. 

A bug with a simple trajectory The first series of graphs indicate the filter performance with 
a bug that has a very simple trajectory. The bug has constant velocity in the x component, and 
very mild acceleration changes in the y component. The major source of error is the jamming 
noise the bug introduces. Notice that as time proceeds, the filtered state vector gets closer and 
closer to the true state vector. 
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Notice the dramatic noise reduction in the x position residual plot. The noise is uniform 
random between -.5 and .5. The error settles down to approximately ±.05. 

The noise is shown by the lighter curve, the residual by the darker curve. 
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A very active bug The next collection of graphs show the filter performance with the more 
active bug whose trajectory equations were presented in the discussion of BugMotion.m. Recall 
that the bug has a very dynamic trajectory and sends out measurement noise that is uniform 
random bewteen -.25 and .25. 

The scale on the position graphs is so large that there is no clear distinction between the true 
and filtered curves. In the velocity and acceleration components, there are obvious overshoots 
and lags related to the bug's constantly changing trajectory. 
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True vs Filtered x acceleration 
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A comparison of the x residual with a plot of the noise indicates that the major component 
of the error in the filtered estimate is due to the bug's motion rather than to the noise in the 
position error measurements. 
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Notice the poor approximation to acceleration for this bug. 

x acceleration residual 
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BugAnimation.nb 

It is harder to demonstrate the BugAnimation.nb notebook using a static format. The graph 
that follows has been created by super-imposing a subset of the individual frames from the 
animation of the active bug. The small disk represents the bug (moving generally left to right). 
The cross-hair represents the filtered estimate of the bug's position. Normally, the upper right
hand corner contains the filter number k for each frame. A curve showing the bug's true 
trajectory has been added to serve as a visual reference. 
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4 Conclusion 

The graphs in the previous section indicate that the filter seems to have met its objectives fairly 
well. It screens noise from the measurements while adapting to changes in trajectory. Clearly 
it cannot do either perfectly. It will be more effective at eliminating noise when the bug has a 
trajectory that is fairly consistent with the constant acceleration assumption. 

The material is accessible to upper-division students who have taken the standard sopho
more level mathematics classes. The entire project can be presented by the instructor and the 
simulation completed by the students in a two to three week period. 


